Trust your data and
unleash value:
Democratizing data at scale with
Informatica, Snowflake, and Deloitte

Every business wants to realise full value from its
business data, but a vital ingredient is often missing.

Trust
Internal
Users

Customers &
Partners

Can I trust the quality,
recency, accuracy and
origin of this data?

Can I trust this company to
protect my data and use it
appropriately?

If the answer is no, the opportunity to create value
could pass you by, while data risk and uncertainty grow.

Why you need limitless data governance:
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Inaccurate 3rd-party data or
data of questionable origin

Complex cloud or
system migration
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Sensitive customer data used
for unintended purposes

Inefficient data
management processes
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Unreliable compliance
and risk reporting

Policy misalignment between
business and technical teams

In the post-COVID economy, trusted data
and digital transformation are inseparable
For regulatory compliance
For innovation and product development
To enable better business decisions
To improve customer experience and loyalty
For secure cloud modernization

“Trusted data has never been more important
- it’s helping us drive a transformation in
health outcomes and administration.”
Alexander Izaguirre, PhD
Chief Data Officer
NYC Health + Hospitals

Turning insights into impact:
How data governance can increase business value

Democratise trusted access
to data and analytics

Achieve business objectives with
clear impact and lower risk

Deliver more reliable
business outcomes

Limitless data governance in action

Reducing
data silos:

Improving
service & revenues:

An international catering business with
more than 2,000 different systems
can now get a comprehensive view of
all the information held there.

A global automotive brand using VIN
numbers to see a full history of every vehicle
arriving in its garages, and proactively
suggest relevant products and services.

Informatica worked with NYC Health + Hospitals
to empower 50,000+ Healthcare Professionals
NYC Health + Hospitals is the largest public healthcare system in the US:
Employs more than 50,000 healthcare professionals
Treats nearly 1.4 million patients—who collectively speak more than 190 languages
A network of more than 70 hospitals, clinics and centres
Executives needed to modernize analytics at the 52 year old medical institution if it was
going to embrace new predictive models in medical diagnosis.

The results
Legacy data
repositories are
now pooled for
simplified scaling

Rapidly cleansed,
standardized, &
integrated data
from several
sources

Drives better, faster,
more confident
decision- making
across the
organization

Improves care by
arming doctors,
clinicians, and
facility leaders
with data tools

Enabling untapped value in data
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